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TURN AROUND TIMES

TRAVEL FAQ’S

non-wedding sessions

Mini Sessions ………… 2-4 weeks
Family/Lifestyle Session .. 4-6 weeks
Newborns & Maternity ..  4-6 weeks 
Senior Sessions ……… 4-6 weeks

weddings

Bridal Portraits ……… 2-4 weeks
Engagement Sessions … 4-6 weeks
Weddings ……………… 6-8 weeks

prints & Albums

Regular Prints ………… 1-2 weeks

Albums  ……………… 4-6 weeks*

* time contingent upon approval of album proof

One of my favorite things about photography is getting to travel and see 
new places! Please reference the prices below if you believe your session 
will be 30+ miles away from my central location in Blacksburg, Virginia.

if your session is 30-150 miles away from blacksburg, va:
• A transportation fee will be applied ($0.75 per mile)

if your session is 150-200 miles away from blacksburg, va:
• A transportation fee will be applied ($0.75 per mile)
• Client is expected to cover lodging costs for one night.

if your session is 200+ miles away from blacksburg, va:
• A transportation fee will be applied ($0.75 per mile)
• Client is expected to cover lodging costs for two night(s) and three meals ($12 ea.)
• Other fees may apply based on distance. Please contact me for more information.

GETTING STARTED
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I consider it an honor to be asked to be a part 
of someone’s wedding. This is one of the most 

important days of your life, and the images 
captured should be nothing short of the love you 

share for one another. As your photographer 
or videographer, I am there to catch everything 

from “I Do”, to those quiet moments just before 
walking down the aisle.



WEDDINGS
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collection one …………………………… $1950

• One photographer
• Six (6) consecutive hours of wedding day coverage
• High-resolution, edited digital images + a print release**

• Deluxe 10-page 10x10" heirloom album
* prices do not include virginia sales tax of 5.3%

**restrictions apply to print release

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY COLLECTIONS
The final, edited, high-resolution photos are delivered through an online gallery where you can view and download the photos directly from 

the site. You may also order prints directly through the site  if you wish. All packages include usage rights to post, print (with restrictions), 
and share your photos as you wish. Travel is included anywhere within 30 miles of Blacksburg, VA, to an unlimited number of locations 

throughout the day. Custom flush mount albums, canvas prints, & prints are available to be purchased anytime after the wedding.

Pricing and Packages Subject to Change 1/1/2025
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collection two …………………………… $2400

• One photographer
• Complimentary Engagement Session
• Eight (8) consecutive hours of wedding day coverage
• High-resolution, edited digital images + a print release**

• Deluxe 20-page 10x10" heirloom album
* prices do not include virginia sales tax of 5.3%

**restrictions apply to print release

Pricing and Packages Subject to Change 1/1/2025
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collection Three ………………………… $3200

• Two photographers for wedding day
• Six (6) consecutive hours of wedding day coverage
• Complimentary Engagement Session
• High-resolution, edited digital images + a print release**

• Deluxe 30-page 10x10" heirloom album
• Complimentary 30-page 8x8" companion album
* prices do not include virginia sales tax of 5.3%

**restrictions apply to print release

Pricing and Packages Subject to Change 1/1/2025



WEDDINGS

collection four …………………………… $4000

• Two photographers for wedding day
• Eight (8) consecutive hours of wedding day coverage
• Complimentary Engagement Session
• Complimentary Bridal Session
• High-resolution, edited digital images + a print release**

• Deluxe 30-page 10x10" heirloom album
• Two complimentary 30-page 8x8" companion albums
* prices do not include virginia sales tax of 5.3%

**restrictions apply to print release

Pricing and Packages Subject to Change 1/1/2025
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WEDDINGS

A LA CARTE PHOTOGRAPHY ADD-ON'S

Extra Hour of Coverage 
Add an extra hour of photography to your collection:

One Photographer: +$100   •   Two Photographers: +$200 

Engagement Session 
The 1.5-2 hour shoot will take place at a location of your choice within 30 miles of Blacksburg, VA and 

includes an optional outfit change.  +$250

Bridal Portrait Session 
The 1 hour shoot will take place at a location of your choice within 30 miles of Blacksburg, VA. +$200

Heirloom Wedding Albums 
After receiving the digital files from your wedding and having time to select your favorites, contact me at 

any time to discuss layout & design options for your custom flush mount heirloom album. The most popular 
optionis a 10”x10” leather album with 30 pages and around 50 photos for $395 + VA sales tax.

Prints & Canvas Prints 
You may also order prints in any sizes & quantities that you’d like, starting at $6 for flat prints & $165  

for canvas prints. Photos selected for printing will receive any extra editing or retouching you’d like, free 
of charge.

Pre-Wedding Event Coverage 
If you’d like to add photography coverage of your bridal shower / bachelorette party / rehearsal dinner:

2 Hours: +$300   •   3 hours: +$500   •   4 hours: +$750

Destination Locations
All collections include travel within 30 miles of Blacksburg, VA, to an unlimited number of locations 

throughout the day. The travel fees for locations further than 30 miles from Blacksburg, VA are $0.75/
mile. Other travel fees may apply depending on location.

Pricing and Packages Subject to Change 1/1/2025
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GENERAL WEDDING DAY TIMELINE

No two weddings are alike, but use this as a guide to help plan  
for the amount of time needed for photography and video during 

your day.

before the ceremony (~3 hours)
 Getting Ready…1–1.5 hours

Details (the rings, the dress, accessories, any special momentos)…30–45 minutes
The Venue and Decorations…30 minutes

ceremony (~1 hour)
On average, 30 min–1 hour

after the ceremony (~4 hours)
Wedding Party Photos…20–30 minutes

Family Photos…20–30 minutes
Couple’s & Bridal Portraits…1 hour 

(can be before the ceremony if there is a “first look”)
Reception…2+ hours
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WEDDINGS

WEDDING FILM COLLECTIONS

All wedding collections include up to two scheduled consultations with the couple, a custom online 
gallery with 3 months of hosting*, and include travel within 30 miles of Blacksburg, VA.** 

Pricing and Packages Subject to Change 1/1/2025

1-3 minute HD wedding film

4 hours of coverage

Aerial drone footage

Delivered via online gallery

Custom USB drive  

4-6  minute HD wedding film

6 hours of coverage

Aerial drone footage

Delivered via online gallery

Custom USB drive

8-10  minute HD wedding film

8 hours of coverage

Aerial drone footage

Delivered via online gallery

Custom USB drive

TEASER FILM

$795 $1200 $1495

HIGHLIGHT FILM FEATURE-LENGTH FILM

* prices do not include virginia sales tax of 5.3%

** travel fees for locations further than 30 miles from blacksburg, va are $0.75/mile. other travel fees may apply depending

on location.
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WEDDINGS

ELOPEMENTS & MICROWEDDINGS

While some weddings are conducive to many hours of coverage, others are more low-key, with 
smaller bridal parties, fewer guests, smaller venues, etc. Below are the reduced rates for city 
hall weddings, elopements, vow renewals, civil marriages, and microweddings with less than 
50 guests, in one location. All packages include free travel within 30 miles of Blacksburg, VA.

1 hour - $350  |  2 hours - $700  |  3 hours - $1050  |  4 hours - $1400  |  5 hours - $1750

Includes:

• One photographer

• Around 50-100 photos delivered per hour of coverage

All packages include usage rights to post, print (with restrictions), and share the images as 
you wish. The edited, high resolution photos will be delivered on an online gallery for viewing, 
downloading, and ordering prints directly through the site, if you wish. All images are edited 

for optimal color, exposure, contrast, etc, and are lightly retouched.

To add a second photographer for more coverage, additional angles, etc:  +$100/hour

Locations farther than 30 miles from Blacksburg, VA:  +$0.75/mile

A 50% deposit is due to reserve the date. The remaining 50% is due 2 weeks before the wedding.

Pricing and Packages Subject to Change 1/1/2025
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How will I receive my photos?
Digital copies of your photos are 
provided to you with a link to your 
own online gallery. It’s easy to use and 
navigate, and will allow to you to share 
with family and friends, order prints, 
and select images for albums.

Do we receive all of the images 
from our wedding?
I can promise you that you do not want 
every image taken at your wedding! I 
easily take anywhere from 2,000-4,000 
images per wedding. Many of these 
are test shots, people may have their 
eyes closed, some unintentional (or 
intentional) photobombs, out of focus, 
etc. 

One of the most important parts of my 
job is to look through every image and 
select the best photos that represent 
your day to the fullest. Depending 
on the collection you choose, couples 
will receive at the very minimum 100 
final high resolution images from their 
wedding day. 

How many photographers come 
with you on the wedding day?  
Depending on the collection you 
choose, I offer 1-2 photographers to 
capture your day. If you're unsure of 
how many photographers you need at 
your wedding, I'm happy to discuss this 
with you before booking!

If you do book with me, I will ask that 
you please do not bring any additional 
photographers to your wedding without 
me knowing in advance. I know this may 
seem completely harmless, but this can 
be extremely distracting and, in the long 
run, detrimental to your photos. If they 
don’t know me or my normal shooting 
flow, they won’t know where I plan to be 
during the ceremony and could possibly 
be in the way and/or jeopardize getting 
the most important shots—which is what 
you are trusting me with! If you feel a 
second shooter is absolutely necessary 
for your wedding, just discuss with me 
before booking and we’ll be sure to 
make it happen! 

Frequently Asked Questions
WEDDINGS
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How much is the deposit?
For any wedding collections totaling over $1000, 
a non-refundable $500 deposit is required at the 
signing of the contract. The remaining balance is due 
2 weeks prior to your wedding date and an invoice will 
be sent via email beforehand. 

For wedding collections totaling under $1000,  
a 50% non-refundable deposit is required at the 
signing of the contract, and the remaining balance is 
due 2 weeks prior to the wedding date. 

Can you hold my wedding date without 
a deposit?
Unfortunately, no. If you inquire about a date but 
haven’t paid a deposit yet, you will receive priority if 
another couple is to inquire about that same date.  
If within 5 days you haven’t paid the deposit, then that 
date will then be offered to other inquiries. 

What happens if you get sick on my 
wedding day?  
I’m generally a pretty healthy person year-round, and 
I strive to take good care of myself (especially before a 
wedding), so the chances of that are pretty unlikely.  
However, if something really terrible should happen 
and keep me from being at your wedding, I will do 
my best to secure a backup photographer ready to be 
there. 

What will you do if something happens to 
my photos?
This is every photographer's worst nightmare.  
I personally use a camera with two SD card slots to 
prevent losing images if a card fails, and my photos 
are always backed up shortly after a wedding. I can 
assure you I always take lots of precautions to avoid the 
chances of this ever happening, so the likelihood of 
that happening is very slim. However, in the event that 
something were to happen, a full refund would  
be issued. 

What information do you need from us?
30 days before the wedding, I always setup a final 
consultation with my couples to make sure we're on 
the same page about the plan for their day. This keeps 
me prepared and aware of what’s going on, and also 
keeps you less stressed and worried about having to 
answer any important questions on the day of  
the wedding!





bridal portraits
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BRIDAL PORTRAITS

bridal session ………………………………… $200

• 1-1.5 hour session
• 30 high-resolution, fully edited digital images

* prices do not include virginia sales tax of 5.3%

WHAT TO BRING

• Come in your wedding dress
(many places do not have locations to change)

• Heels to be worn on wedding day

• Shoes to walk in
(If heels are uncomfortable and to prevent your wedding shoes from getting dirty)

OPTIONAL ITEMS TO BRING

• Props or furniture

• Any photos or inspiring ideas you have
(be sure to bring  your phone!)

• Any jewelry for wedding day

• Veil

• Flowers or bouquet

All bridal sessions include a scheduled consultation with the bride, a custom online gallery with three (3) months of 
hosting, and a custom blog post on www.racheldebusk.com featuring the highlights of your day.*
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couple's & engagement
sessions
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Maybe you’ve just popped the question, or 
maybe you just want to show off how much you 
love the special person in your life — whatever 
the reason, these are the moments to capture 
and cherish for years to come. Couple’s and 

engagement sessions are lighthearted and fun, 
showing off each of your personalities and the 

love you share for one another. I’ll direct you in 
posing that feels comfortable and natural, so all 
you’ll have to do is have fun and be with the one 

you love! Doesn’t sound too difficult, right?
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ENGAGEMENTS

engagement session ……………………………… $250

• 1.5-2-hour photo session
• 50 high-resolution, fully edited digital images

* prices do not include virginia sales tax of 5.3%

OPTIONAL ITEMS TO BRING

• Your engagement ring! (I recommend cleaning your ring just before the session.)

• Props or furniture

• Any photos or inspiring ideas you have

• Any pets you would want to share your photos with*

* if bringing a pet, please bring an additional person with you to handle pets during the times when

we’re not taking photos of them.

All engagement sessions include a scheduled consultation with the couple, a custom online gallery with three (3) 
months of hosting, and a custom blog post on www.racheldebusk.com featuring the highlights of your day.*
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